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These are no ordinary princesses . . . they're Rescue Princesses!Princesses to the rescue! Another

animal is in trouble and the Rescue Princesses must save the day.Princess Lulu loves visiting the

lion cubs that roam the plains of her kingdom. But when all of the lion cubs disappear, Lulu must

spring into action. She and the other princesses have to discover what happened to the missing

lions -- and fast!
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From my daughter (6 years old):I like the Rescue Princesses because Jaminta makes herself,

Emily, Clarabelle, and Lulu a ring that calls each other. I like they rescue animals. In the 3rd book, I

like how Lulu can keep a lion under control in the castle while still keeping it secret. In a later book,

they let their sisters take over The Rescue Princesses. In one of those books, Isabel finds some

men cutting down trees in the rain forest and scaring all of the monkeys. She has a monkey so she

understands and tried to rescue them. The men are cutting down trees to find the lost gold. At the

end, she wins with the other rescue princesses for help and rescues the monkeys.

These are no ordinary princesses . . . they're Rescue Princesses!Princesses to the rescue! Another



animal is in trouble and the Rescue Princesses must save the day.Great series and my 9 year old

can't get enough. She is already on #5, and is begging me to order the complete series. She is in

love with all animals, so she is enjoying these books very much. They are an easy read for her and

she feels good about herself because she can conquer a chapter book with in 2 days.

Our 4 year old daughter, and our 6 year old son, are both enjoying this series of books. There is a

lot of mystery to keep them interested, great animals involved (as animals, not characters), and the

way that the friends work together to solve the problems is a great example for the children. Our

family is enjoying this fun read.

Great series for early reader. Emphasis on girl empowerment is much appreciated by Mom and My

6 year old loves the adventures and animals

Read with my daughter regularly the Rescue Princess series. She enjoys the integration of animals

and girls into the story. This is the first chapter book she has read parts on her own. Great father

daughter reading time.

My 6 year-old loves the story. It's a little too much to read on her own still, but I'm certain she'll go

back and read it herself when she's able.

My 8yo daughter emphatically does not like princesses as all they do is 'kiss boys'. So I was very

surprised when she came home from the book fair with one of these saying she wanted to read

more of them. From what I gather, as I haven't had a chance to read them for myself, is each

princess has an animal that they rescue. Quote from my daughter, 'they all have a sense of

adventure and don't kiss boys'. So, yeah, I would absolutely recommend them.

Great book series! My daughter loves it and will read it until it's done in one sitting! She can't wait to

read the next one
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